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Introduction to Exploring Cuba by Sea
(This is from the English version of Cuba’s Official Nautical Guide, and published (and edited a bit) by Paul Madden
Associates LLC with permission of Havanatur)

The Cuban archipelago extends for 5,746 kilometers of irregular sea shore –more than 3,500
nautical miles− that harbor around 200 bays, 600 kilometers of coral-reef-protected beaches
and more than 4,000 isles and cays.

The sea in Cuba has a vivid presence, and the ability to fully enjoy it is a privilege. For many
people, to know this paradise; contemplate its nature, which abounds with unique flora and
fauna species, to explore its natural landscapes and multicolored coral gardens underneath
its warm and transparent waters; and sailing or simply swimming on its beaches, constitutes
an unparalleled adventure.
The Republic of Cuba is an archipelago which comprises the island of Cuba (the largest in the
Antilles), the Isle of Youth, and around 4,000 cays and islets that cover a surface of 110,992
square kilometers.
The “Key to the Gulf” is one of the titles that Cuba holds because of its advantageous
geographical position between both North and South Americas, like a big key that controls
and keeps a check on the entrance to the Gulf of Mexico and at the same time closes the great
arch of the Antilles. This geographical location has made Cuba a strategic focal point
throughout the history of the New World. For more than five centuries, Cuba has been the
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historic hub of the New World. It is located at barely 77 kilometers from Haiti, 140 from The
Bahamas, 146 from Jamaica, 100 from Florida and 210 kilometers from Cancun.
Cuba is a long and narrow island whose seashore is submerged in the warm waters of the
Caribbean Sea to the South and in those of the Atlantic Ocean to the North, thus its insular
platform is rich in a diversity of species of marine flora and fauna.

The biggest island, Cuba, is 1,200 kilometers long from “Cabo de San Antonio” (San
Antonio’s Cape) - the most western end, to “Punta de Maisí” (Maisí Point), the most eastern
end of the Cuba’s island. In the Cuban geographical relief the plains predominate, though
there are some important mountain ranges, among which is the “Sierra Maestra”, where the
countrýs highest peak, the “Pico Real del Turquino”, with 1,974 meters above sea level, is
found.
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Nautical History
The first nautical incursion in Cuba took place
during its discovery: on October 27th, 1492, led by
Christopher Columbus, in his first voyage to what
was called afterwards, the New World. The
conquest started in 1510 and the first seven
villages, after the colonization campaign, that were
founded were: Nuestra Señora de la Asunción de
Baracoa (1511), Bayamo (1513), the Santísima
Trinidad, Sancti Spíritus and Santa María del
Puerto del Príncipe (nowadays Camagüey, 1514),
Santiago de Cuba (1515) and San Cristóbal de La
Habana (1519).
The history of navigation in Cuba did actually
begin four thousand years ago, when its primitive
inhabitants arrived to the island after passing
through what is called now La Florida’s Strait.
Subsequently, those people continued arriving to
our archipelago, in successive waves, through the
Caribbean and the Arch of Antilles. The
archeological evidence and the testimonies of
chroniclers highlight how the aboriginal population
maintained communication with the closest
islands.
The first navigation around the whole Cuban
Island was led by Sebastian de Ocampo in 1508. He
discovered, among others, some geographical
accidents like Havana’s Bay, which he named
Puerto de Carenas, the Jagua’s Bay (Cienfuegos),
the Gucanayabo Gulf and Cabo Cruz, from where
he returned to La Española Island, after exploring
the bays of Santiago de Cuba and Guantanamo, actually convinced that all of them were
excellent harbors. This expedition aroused the interest on conquering definitively the whole
Cuban territory.
The Adelantado Diego Velázquez de Cuéllar, who had been appointed first governor of the
island, started its occupation in 1510 in Guantanamo until arriving, after crossing high
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tropical profusely wooded mountains, at the Indian site of Baracoa where he founded in 1511,
the First Village of Cuba.
Velázquez on the South and Pán lo de Narváez on the North completed the second
circumnavigation of the Cuban archipelago. In consecutive years, until the death of the Adelantado, in June 1524, a strong commerce unfolded with La Española, which opened navigation routes along the South coast between the Dominican and Cuban populations.

By then, the newly founded village of Santiago de Cuba was the capital of the island and numerous Indian canoes departed from there to commercialize goods, whereas at the other
ports, bigger ships were devoted to big scale commerce. During this period, the conquest of
Mexico, Florida and South America developed the exclusive commerce with Spain and the
new Hispanic settlements in the New World.
Coincidentally with Velazqueźs death,
the prowling and attacks of corsairs and
pirates on the coasts and the principal
Cuban Villages thrived. The more
important fortresses that originated
from these assaults were constructed
between XVI and XVII centuries and
they were: Real Fuerza Castle, Los Tres
Reyes Magos Castle (El Morro Castle),
San Salvador de La ta Castle and San
Carlos de La Cabaña Fortress, among
others. By that time San Pedro de la Roca del Morro Castle in Santiago and the Nuestra
Señora de los Ángeles de Jagua Castle at Jagua’s Bay in Cienfuegos were built.
In 1551, naval construction was already present in Havana, although its upmost splendor is
from the XVII to middle XVIII centuries thanks to the immensely rich wood forests in the
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island. Hundreds of ships of every known draft were built in the Havana shipyards; some of
them, like La Santísima Trinidad galleon,
from which there is a replica at La Fuerza
Castle, were part of the Spanish naval
history.
This naval growth stimulated even more the
development of commerce by making it a
closed and prosperous monopoly for Spain.
This aroused the jealous appetites of other
European nations which gave a major boost
for piracy.
Pirates, corsairs and buccaneers created
great problems and losses for the metropolis
but they also brought a great different way of
commercial exchange for the population of
the island. The villages and towns inland
developed for their subsistence the
commerce with pirates, corsairs and
buccaneers. Many ships entered hidden little
bays with goods that Cubans needed which
they traded for meat, leather and fruits.
Most of their remains have been on the bottom of the sea and represent one of the privileges
of the contemplative diving around Cuba.
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Cruising Cuba by Yacht

A yacht offers unequaled access to all of Cuba. Get away from the
tourists and the cruise ships. Immerse yourself in unimaginable natural
beauty. Dive into a culture so rich, original and intense that you may
have to come up for air. As you cruise Cuba, please be respectful of
both nature and individuals. There
is much to learn and appreciate
here. And please keep in mind, if
they do not have something you
need, it’s probably not their fault,
it’s probably the ‘blockade’…
welcome to Cuba!
Cuba is not like the rest of the Caribbean. It’s
an Afro-Spanish cultural feast. It’s an
adventure through thousands of unspoiled
cays with vibrant reefs teeming with aquatic
life. Multiple colonial seaport cities are
accessible to visiting yachts. Now is a period of re-discovery and post-Fidel evolution. You
will find that Cubans are original, equally curious, naturally kind and refreshingly genuine.
It is a privilege to be able to visit Cuba by yacht. It’s a
journey into a parallel universe which has not been polluted
by industrial waste or selfishness. Be prepared and be open.
If you are, you will have a fantastic, rewarding experience
that will leave you counting the days until you can return
again.” Paul Madden I first cruised to Cuba on a Bertram
from Key West in 1988 as part of a humanitarian flotilla
organized by CARITAS to deliver medical supplies to a kind
priest whose church was over-shadowed by the massive
Russian Embassy in Miramar, on the outskirts of Havana.
Ours was a humble human gesture in the face of the mighty
U.S. ‘embargo’ that blindly denied essentials like pre-natal
vitamins to expectant Cuban mothers. I made 5 such trips to
Cuba in those years, which encompassed what is known now
as “the special period”.
On one such trip to Havana with some sailor friends from Newport, we brought along
bikes as the collapse of the Soviet Union had left the Cuban with no fuel. The Chinese sent
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their comrades ‘clunker’ bicycles that the ever-resourceful Cubans used as if they were
Suburbans. Baby perched on the handlebars clutching a bag of food while papa pedaled away
with mama and another child or two balanced on the back. Whatever else needed transport
would be slung under the cross-bar. We passed along the tree-lined 5th Avenue boulevard
from Hemingway Marina to Havana’s Malecon amidst a horde of Cuban families, passing the
former Biltmore Yacht & Country Club and lavish seaside mansions that rival anything the
Vanderbilts had in Newport. No fuel, no cars, no buses, no problema! That’s Cuba.
It was a rolling street-party. It was on this trip, biking around, that the oft-heard Cuban
slogan sank in - “We are poor, but we are all poor together”. And over the years, as I have
learned to appreciate the tremendous richness of the Cuban culture, their indomitable spirit,
their intellectual and athletic achievements, it has also occurred to me that, “They are rich,
and they are all rich together.”
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Cuba Sport Fishing
Sportfishing in Cuban waters
has always been a motivation
for professionals and
amateurs. Thanks to Cuba’s
location, the deep basins and
pits of the Caribbean Sea and
the Gulf of Mexico serve as
ecological barriers in the
distribution and movement of
many species of fish; the great
ocean currents that allow a
connection with pelagic
oceanic species also

contribute to this impressive variety of
marine species.
Based on these favorable characteristics of
our surrounding seas, it was officially opened
up, 66 years ago on Friday, May 26, 1950, the
“Ernest Hemingway” Marlin International
Fishing Tournament. Its purpose: to
challenge the mighty Marlins which
nowadays inhabit our waters. The first
challenge was the beginning of an
unprecedented adventure.
It is important to know that Cuba develops
sportfishing only under the method of “tag
and release” (catch and release) according to
the international trends for the preservation
of species and environment.
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Cuba Diving
(this information is adapted from the Official Cuban Nautical Guide (published by Gov’t),
and Cuba diving.org)
The Cuban archipelago
extends for 5,746 kilometers
of irregular sea shore –more
than 3,500 nautical miles−
that harbor around 200 bays,
600 kilometers of coral-reefprotected beaches and more
than 4,000 isles and cays,
which, together with an
excellent
climate,
geographical and landscape
conditions, offers divers and
yachtsmen a new world of
unspoiled waters to explore
with excellent scuba-diving spots throughout all the archipelago.
Scuba diving in Cuba is being developed on the basis of preserving the underwater
ecosystems.
Diving is Government
Regulated and Private yachts
must obtain permits and
follow Cuban Government
Rules and regulations to avoid
fines and other penalties.
Modern equipment is
available for divers, and sites
are located in the most
beautiful natural areas of the
insular shelf, many of which
have been declared protected
areas.
Cuba's warm 24C/76F (yearly average) waters are clear and pristine with hardly any coral
destruction or pollution (almost no industrial or agricultural chemical run-off), making it
ideal for a diving expedition. The average visibility is 30 to 40 metres, and Cuba offers
visiting divers 50 species of coral and 200 species of sponge. Pillar, staghorn, elkhorn,
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spectacular gorgonians, sea fans and plume worms are all there to be seen, as are barrel and
tube sponges, sea urchins, spiny lobsters,
coral shrimp and crabs on the seabed
present a fascinating variety. The Cuban
government has declared a number of the
country's best dive spots as protected
areas with limited anchorages available.
General regulations for the practice of
recreational scuba diving in Cuba
• All immersions are leaded by scuba
diving instructors.
• It is obligatory to show the proper
international entitlement, according to
the level of the client.
• The extraction of any type of species of
marine flora and fauna is prohibited.
Medical care
Cuba has a developed health national system. The medical safety for diving is in line with
that development in health, and the system of evacuation and specialized treatment in
submarine medicine is of prime importance, that includes the services of emergency medicine as directed by a national coordinating center (SIUM) and a national submarine medicine reference (CEMAS) which has hyperbaric services and the medical procedures as well
as the therapeutic recompression in multi-places hyperbaric chambers. The evacuation
system and the medical attention for the divers is designed for every circumstance and
guarantee the fast evacuation of diving accidents in the national territory, including the cay
range. It works 24/7 and it complements other hospital medical procedures: intensive care
units, admission wards, ultrasonography, Doppler for disbaric diagnosis and consultation
with other specialties. Among its services it includes the medical transportation by air (TAM)
and the Comprehensive Medical Emergency System (SIUM)
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Your Cuba Expedition
Exploring Cuba

Kick-off or wrap-up your adventure in
Havana
“No one could have invented Havana.
It’s too audacious, too contradictory,
and – despite 50 years of withering
neglect – too damned beautiful. How it
does it, is anyone’s guess. Maybe it’s
t h e s w a s h b u c k l i n g h i s t o r y, t h e
survivalist spirit, or the indefatigable
salsa energy that ricochets off walls and
emanates most emphatically from the
people. Don’t come here looking for
answers. Just arrive with an open mind
and prepare yourself for a long, slow
seduction.”
LONELY PLANET
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If you haven’t done Havana, it’s a good idea to include it
at the outset, or the conclusion of your trip. Regardless
of whether you fly directly into Cuba, or board your
vessel in Florida and transit the 85 nautical miles across
the Gulf Stream through the Florida Straits, your
starting, or ending point will likely be Havana. You can
easily spend 2 full days exploring this multi-faceted city,
and only scratch the surface. It's your choice- explore the
City? or explore the coast? ... or both.
A unique destination and one of the most famous cities
in the world, Havana is a living time capsule of days
gone by, from its Spanish colonial history to the
enduring legacy of the Revolution. It is characterized by
such icons as the 1950s American cars and famous
mural of Che Guevara overlooking Revolution Square.
An intensely atmospheric city, it contains some superb
architectural gems and many other cultural and
historical sights besides. Havana can be divided into 4
main areas: the old quarter, which as the name suggests

is the historic heart of the
city and declared a
UNESCO World Heritage
Site in 1982; central
Havana, containing the
famous Paseo del Prado,
Capitolio building and
many outstanding museums; Vedado, the modern political and cultural centre including
Revolution Square; and Miramar to the west, Havana's most elegant quarter, whose main
tree-lined avenue Quinta Avenida is flanked by splendid villas, many now home to foreign
embassies.
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Our guides in Havana ( and
also in southern colonial cities
like Cienfuegos and Trinidad)
are “insiders” who create
custom, curated adventures
that are not available to
“tourists”.
In terms of types of shoreside
activities, here are some
options:
• tobacco plantation
• colonial architecture
• Cuba art
• Cuban dance- ballet, jazz, hip-hop, salsa

• meet with young Cuban entrepreneurs- tech,
arts, private restaurants

• Cuban music, traditional, jazz, classical and
choir

• meet with commercial section officer from US
Embassy

• medical facilities - unique Cuban universal
health care
• Cuban education - unique and very successful
system
• meeting with Cuban Communist senior
members for political briefing

Places to Visit
Plaza de Armas
This historic square, where the Spaniards
were reputed to have started their first
settlement in 1519, was home to the city’s
most prominent personalities as well as
colonial government offices. Attractions
include the Palacio de Los Capitanes Generales, a stunning baroque building where the
Spaniards surrendered to the US in 1898, now housing the City History Museum; the
monument to Columbus in the grounds of the palace, the oldest statue in Cuba dating back
to 1892 and modelled on a portrait still on display in the National Museum in Madrid; the
Templete, a neo-classical building marking the spot where the first mass was supposedly
held after the founding of the city; the Castillo de la Real Fuerza, Havana’s oldest military
fortress and one of the first built in the New World; and the Palacio del Segundo Cabo, a
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beautifully preserved example of the
city’s 17th century architecture, which
once housed the Senate and Supreme
Court.
Parque Central
This square in the heart of the city is a
fascinating place to sit and watch the
world go by. It is flanked by the Paseo
del Prado, the city’s most elegant
promenade characterised by its imposing
bronze lions, and by the Capitolio
building with its breathtakingly beautiful
vaulted ceilings and majestic halls. It houses the world’s third largest indoor statue, the
Statue of the Republic, which is 17 metres in height and weighs 40 tons. Also in the square is
the Gran Teatro.Constructed in 1915, this glorious building towering next to the Inglaterra
hotel is erected in Renaissance/Rococo style and was built using mortar, at that time a novel
technology which allowed for much greater detail of craftmanship.
Museum of the Revolution
This museum is housed in the former Presidential Palace and commemorates Cuba’s historic
heritage. It includes the Granma Memorial, the boat used by Castro and his followers in 1956
to travel from Mexico to Cuba to begin the struggle against the then dictator Fulgencio
Batista.
Memorial to Jose Marti
The scene of many huge rallies and parades,
Revolution Square is home to several
important government buildings but is also
famous for its huge obelisk commemorating
Jose Marti, the famous patriot and forger of
Cuba’s independence. Completed in 1959, the
memorial houses a small museum and a multipurpose chamber for concerts and other
events. Visitors can take a trip to the top of the
obelisk, which measures 138 metres above sea
level, giving panoramic views over the city.
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Ernest Hemingway’s Finca Vigia
Ten miles east of Havana is Hemingway's Cuba house - Finca Vigia, meaning "lookout
house”. Finca Vigia is located in the small, working-class town of San Francisco de Paula.
The Cuban people have always respected famous writer's choice to live in a modest town,
amongst the people he fished
with.
Built in 1886 by a Spanish
Architect Miguel Pascual y
Baguer, Finca Vigia was
purchased by Hemingway in
1940 for a cost of $12,500.
There, Hemingway wrote two of
his most celebrated novels: “For
Whom the Bell Tolls” and “The
Old Man and the Sea”. “A
Movable Feast” was written
there as well.
After Hemingway's death in 1961, the Cuban government took ownership of the property.
After years of neglect, restoration and preservation work has begun with assistance by TV’s
Bob Vila and the Caterpillar Foundation.
Finca Vigía has made both the World Monuments Fund list of 100 Most Endangered sites,
and The National Trust for Historic Preservation’s 11 Most Endangered Places.
Museums
Some of Havana’s more notable museums include: the National Museum of Decorative Arts,
housed in a former mansion and exhibiting collections of china, furniture and paintings from
the 17th and 18th centuries; the Museum of the City of Havana, whose collection provides a
fascinating insight into the history of the city from its founding to the present day; the
National Museum of Fine Arts, exhibiting Cuban and European art from the 17th century to
the present as well as ancient pieces from Egypt, Greece and Rome; the National Museum of
Natural History, with invaluable collections of flora and fauna from Cuba and other parts of
the world, as well as an anthropology room with valuable Cuban Indian archaeology
depicting the daily life of these ancestors; and the National Music Museum, where visitors
can learn about the history of Cuban and World music and observe a unique collection of
original scores and rare and curious instruments from the past.
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Havana’s Marina Hemingway
It is the main Port of Entry for vessels (less than 60-meters) entering
from the US or
Bahamas.
If Havana is the object of your
cruise, then Hemingway is the
natural destination and home
base for your Havana
excursions. It has full Customs
& Immigration facilities and a
very knowledgeable and helpful
marina staff. Until the marina
hotel is rebuilt, it should be
avoided (except for a beer and
wifi). Some provisioning and
services are available.
Marina Hemingway is Cuba's second largest marina with
400 slips. Its narrow and fairly shallow channel is fully
exposed to the north, and entry should not be attempted
in seas over 2 meters. Nighttime entry is not advised.
Larger yachts will end up on generators, while yachts
under 120’ should be ok on shore power. Be mindful of
stabilizers alongside because of underwater concrete
supports on the seawalls.
We advise all yachts visiting Cuba to walk over and join the
Hemingway International Yacht Club (HIYC).
Commodore Jose Miguel Diaz Escrich is internationally
recognized as the de-facto Ambassador of Cuban yachting.
He and his knowledgeable staff are there to assist and
advise members of the international yachting community
who wish to explore and enjoy the wonders of the Cuban
Archipelago.
The Commodore is a former Frigate Captain of the Cuban
Navy, in which he served for more than 25 years.
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(North Coast)

A beachfront resort peninsula 85 nm from the Florida Keys with a new
state-of-the-art European-style marina adjacent to a marine sanctuary
and archipelago loaded with diving and fishing options. For yachts over
60-meters, this is your nearest anchorage to Havana.
2-hours from downtown Havana, 30-minutes from City of Matanzas. It
has direct flights from Miami.

This is a Port of Entry with full Customs & Immigration. The marina facility features 1100
slips (Med-moor) with power and water and even some internet. They are finishing the
mega-yacht component for vessels
over 60-meters, and we will have
more news on that as facilities come
available. A new 400-room Melia
resort hotel overlooks the marina
and marina tenants are welcome at
Melia’s gym & spa. The marina has a
retail village with coffee shops, cigar
a coffee-bar, cigar bar and numerous
boutiques and is a short walk from a
magnificent beach where lobster
dinners are served on the sand at
sunset.
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The 15-mile long Varadero peninsula is famous for its uninterrupted powder white beaches.
Originally settled by the Spaniards in the
16th century, it has since been developed
for international tourism, and should not
be considered as a cultural destinationbut fortunately colonial Matanzas is next
door and it has a lot to offer.
What Varadero does offer is a to of
activities, on and off the water; to be
enjoyed from the comfort and safety of a
world-class marina facility.
The Varadero Diving Center sends divers
out on a new fleet of dive boats with
certified dive masters to 32 diving sites where crystal clear waters are surrounded by
gorgeous corals and a great variety of marine life. The adjacent Cayo Piedras del Norte
Underwater Park
features a 102meter-long Russian
Rocket Launcher
Frigate, and the 40meter-long steelclad Black Coral
(Coral Negro)
yacht, also the ironclad 36-meter-long
Rocket Launcher of the class OSA and iron-clad 29-meter-long tug boat. In Playa Coral
(Coral Beach) you can experience more than 30 species of coral, some of them rising above
the surface and joining together to form canals and caves that shelter a varied rich fauna.

Jeep Safari Tour
After climbing into the Jeep and taking the wheel, you’ll cover an adventurous route of more
than 150km over embankments and dirt roads, passing through quarries, palm groves and
rural villages. A snorkeling stop is made at Playa Coral (equipment included), followed by
swimming in the Saturn Cave.
The safari continues towards the Valle de Yumurí, a 9666-hectare nature reserve, abounding
in endemic flora and fauna. It’s an enchanting landscape, peppered with emblematic Royal
Palms – Cuba’s national tree.
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Your valley stop is hosted at the Rancho Gaviota, beginning with a welcome cocktail. The
guided tour around the cultivated fields and animal breeding areas includes a visit to a
farmhouse. A typical Cuban lunch is served; afterwards, you can enjoy nautical activities on
the lake or explore the valley on horseback.
In the afternoon, you’re introduced to Matanzas city, known as the “City of Bridges”.
Excellent views are guaranteed from the Monserrate Heights.
Last but certainly not least is a 30-minute boat trip through the Río Canímar river valley,
distinguished by soaring cliffs covered in lush vegetation and thickets of mangroves.

Places to Visit
City of Matanzas
20 minutes from the marina is the City of Matanzas, one of the most historically diverse and
culturally rich cities in Cuba, known for its
poets, culture and Afro-Cuban folklore. This
historical city’s name, Matanzas, means
“massacre”, and was named for a slaughter of
Spanish soldiers trying to reach an aboriginal
camp. By far, one of Cuba’s most emblematic
cities, it is a tribute to 19th century
architecture, with palaces and large parks
and plazas surrounded by neoclassical
structures, churches and museums. The
magnificent bay that Matanzas grew around,
with three rivers flowing into it, make the
city a natural location for industry, although they also offered the perfect conditions to be the
primary port for the African slave trade. The city is traversed by three rivers crossed by 17
bridges throughout the that allow for the circulation of pedestrians and vehicles. This lovely,
quiet city that stretches along the edge of a huge bay invites visitors to come and see its rich
cultural wealth.
Parque Josone
This beautiful park is laid out around an old mansion, privately owned before the
Revolution. Also in the grounds are 3 restaurants, several open air bars, a bowling alley,
swimming pool and rowing boats for rent on the lake.
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Municipal Museum
The old centre of Varadero has no significant historical monuments, although the municipal
museum is housed in a charming wooden chalet characteristic of the style imported from the
US in the early 1900s. The museum recounts the history of Varadero and also contains a
collection of Indian handicrafts.
Dupont Mansion
Built in 1929 by US businessman Alfred
Irenee DuPont, this hacienda-style
mansion is set on Varadero's highest
promontory with spectacular views
down the peninsula and now houses
private dining rooms and a few
exclusive bedrooms. Fitted with Italian
marble flooring and sumptuous
antiques, it is well worth a visit.

Golf club
Part of the Las Americas Complex, this attractive 18 hole Par 72 links course offers beautiful
views over the sea. Golf carts, clubs and caddies are all available for hire and classes are also
offered. Reservations can be made through your hotel.
Punta Hicacos
Punta Hicacos is a nature reserve with various secluded beaches and a large natural lagoon.
You can also visit several caves including the Cueva de Ambrosio, which contains PreColombian rock paintings.
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(south coast)

A port of Entry to Cuba when arriving from the Caribbean is Santiago
de Cuba
Founded in 1515, Santiago
was between 1522 and
1553 the first capital of
Cuba. Successive waves of
Spanish colonizers,
African slaves, French and
Creole immigrants from
other colonies in the
Antilles were shaping the
unique idiosyncrasy of this
southeastern region of the
country. Recognized as the
most Caribbean city in the
island, it is host to one of
the most genuine popular
celebrations of the country;
the Santiago’s Carnival, the Caribbean Festival and the Fiesta del Fuego (Fire Feast). Two of
the sites that have been distinguished with the title of World́s Heritage by UNESCO are
found here: the San Pedro de la
Roca del Morro Castle and the
ruins of the first French coffeegrowing settlements in Gran
Piedra (Great Rock). There is also
an important Master World́s
Piece of art of the Oral Immaterial
Heritage: the Tumba Francesa
(French Drum) as categorized by
UNESCO in 2003. The region of
Santiago de Cuba has in its sea
and mountainous environment all
the conditions to develop both
cultural and eco- tourism.
Although a Port of Entry, Marina Internacional Santiago De Cuba is a small marina.
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Dive sites in this area:
SIERRA MAR
It is characterized by high
hillocks separated by narrow
ridges, patched with beautiful
fossil invertebrates that form
caves and tunnels where
shells, crustaceans and
mollusks take refuge. There is
a narrow marine platform
that falls down 35 meters on a
slight slope, then an abrupt
vertical wall descends until
more than 1,000 meters. In
points near the sea bottom
are the remains of the ships
Vizcaya, Oquendo and Colón, warships that were part of the Spanish Fleet that was sunken
by American ships in 1898 during the Spanish-Cuban-American war. They constitute a true
Archeological Park of the National Underwater Cultural Patrimony.
CARISOL LOS CORALES
This area is characterized by high “mogotes” (rounded hills) separated by narrow buckets
and big sheered corals that communicate through tunnels and channels. It is a narrow
platform with slope and abrupt walls, where its prodigal and colorful subaquatic life constitutes a real submarine paradise. Among its more outstanding and abundant species are the
gorgonians and the sea’s fans. In a same way the invertebrate fossils, shells, crustaceans and
mollusks prevail. Wrecked ships exist in the vicinity of the diving center.
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Gardens of the Queen National Park

(south

coast)

A protected National Marine Sanctuary with very limited access.
A no fishing zone.

Christened by Christopher Columbus, this string of islands, guarded by marine sea currents and rich
coral reef, is considered one of the most important
marine sanctuaries in the Caribbean. The Jardines
de la Reina National Park is located on the centraleastern part of Cuba, in Ciego de Avila and due to
its natural values, this jewel is proposed by
UNESCO as a World Marine Heritage site.
It forms part of the most non-polluted and wellpreserved ecosystems in Cuba and in the Caribbean
Sea. It is formed by a chain of 250 virgin coral
islands that stretch out for seventy miles of
turquoise blue waters. Covered with typical
vegetation where mangroves and small palm trees
stand out. They shelter a diversity of sea birds,
hutias and iguanas. Their beaches, to the South,
constitute the most important place for the laying of
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four Cuban Species of turtles.
In 1996, Los Jardines de la Reina was
declared a Marine Natural Park.
Access is restricted and limited.
Commercial fishing has been banned
from all but the outermost edges of
the Park. Some divers call it the
“Galapagos of the Caribbean”.
The 75 mile long mangrove and coral
island system form what is said to be
the third longest barrier reef in the
world. Certainly, it it is one of the last
virgin reefs available to the diving
world. Extensive flats teem with fish.
A chain of coral reefs, very close to the
southern shore of the archipelago, is made up of undisturbed and undamaged coral.
Typical of these depths are underwater gullies and vertical walls rich in cracks and grottos. Very
common are lots of medium sized fishes, barracudas, jacks, and turtles. Very numerous are also reef
fish of every possible color: their reaction is typical of those species that haven’t been in contact with
human beings yet. They are curious and suspicious but not scared. More rare but entirely possible are
encounters with the big species such as sharks, tunas and cetaceans. it has the widest representation of
the marine habitats in the insular plat- form of Cuba. The sea bottom is characterized by the diversity
of coral formations from small walls, ridges, reef patches, sand banks, gorgonian gardens to high
estimates of diversity and richness of species, where some big-sized sea turtles and hawksbill turtle
reside. In the zone you can enjoy one of the most attractive and exciting underwater experience:
diving with sharks.
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(south coast)

No hotels and cobblestone streets with plenty of Paladars…
Trinidad is one of Cuba’s earliest settlements and it's status as a UNESCO preserved
museum city, makes it one of the main highlights of the island. There are many striking
examples of preserved architecture
dating back four centuries.
Founded in 1514, Trinidad rose in
importance as fleets of caravels brought
back spoils from the Aztec empire and
further afield. The town’s prosperity
really took off however with the slave
trade, which in turn led to the
expansion of the sugar industry in the
region, helped by the temperate climate
and fertile environment. Some of the
opulent buildings still standing in the
town are testimony to this golden era,
many of them being former homes of the wealthy sugar lords and smugglers. They were
furnished with the best that Europe could provide and local craft industries prospered too,
producing exquisite pieces in wood, silver, gold and ceramics.
Trinidad’s decline began with the
faltering of the slave trade and the
silting up of its harbour. With
fleets choosing to dock in the
superior deep harbour of nearby
Cienfuegos, by the early 20th
century the town was just a
shadow of its former economic
self. After being named a national
monument in 1965, restoration
began on the historic centre and
Trinidad now stands as a unique
time capsule for current
generations to enjoy.
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Places to Visit in Trinidad
Museum of Colonial Architecture
This museum is housed in a beautifully restored 18th century property, which was once the
residence of a sugar magnate. It follows the development of contemporary architecture with
a collection of various artefacts.
Casa de Aldeman Ortiz
This building was the home of the
former mayor of Trinidad in the
19th century and features
wonderful frescoes on the walls
and a grand staircase. It now
houses works of art by local artists.
Archeological Museum
This 18th century building
contains Pre-Colombian
archeological pieces as well as
other artefacts from the Spanish
colonial era. There is also a bronze bust in the courtyard commemorating the visit of the
naturalist Alexander von Humbolt in 1801.
Romantic Museum
Built in 1812 and the former residence of
another wealthy sugar magnate, this
sumptuous mansion contains 14 rooms
of precious furniture and artefacts,
crystal and glorious wall frescoes.
Palacio Cantero
This is a stunning gem of 19th century
neo-Classical architecture, which now
acts as home to the Municipal Museum.
The Museum traces the history of
Trinidad through exhibits, maps and various monuments and there is also a viewing tower
affording wonderful views of the area.
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Sugar mill valley
During Trinidad’s golden age this huge valley had 43 operating sugar mills and was Cuba’s
most important sugar growing region. However, towards the end of the 19th century other
sugar growing regions began to outstrip the valley by using more sophisticated technology,
and the mills and estates that still stand today are mostly in ruins. However, in the village of
Iznaga you can view the splendidly restored estate of one of the area’s richest sugar
magnates, including a tower some 43 metres high whose bell would call the slaves in from
the fields. You can climb the 136 steps to the top, and if you wish, get to the estate from
Trinidad via steam train!
Caribbean beaches
Playa Ancon, within a short drive of Trinidad,
one of Cuba’s most pristine beaches with very
little hotel development. The sand is powdery
white and the sea is beautifully calm and warm
with perfect conditions for snorkelling and
scuba diving. Indeed there are over 30 dive
spots in the abundant coral reefs, making this a
popular spot for serious divers. All the usual
watersports are on offer together with boat
trips and fishing expeditions.

is

Escambray mountains
The Escambray mountains are
home to the National Park of
Topes de Collantes, an area of
outstanding beauty with a host
of protected tree species and
abundant bird life. These can be
viewed along the many hiking
trails available and the
spectacular waterfall Salto de
Caburni, 75 metres high, should
not be missed. (Guided
excursions are the best method
of exploring the area, as
independent travellers may find
the potholed switchback roads extremely difficult and dangerous to negotiate.)
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(South Coast)

A French Colonial gem on Cuba’s southern coast.
The colonial town of Cienfuegos was
founded in 1819 in the Spanish
territory but was initially settled by
immigrants of French origin. Its
historic center was declared a World
Heritage site by the UNESCO. It
became a trading place for sugar cane,
tobacco and coffee. Situated on the
Caribbean coast of southern-central
Cuba at the heart of the country’s sugar
cane, mango, tobacco and coffee
production area, the town first
developed in the French neoclassical
style.

The diving is best east of the bay zone in an
environment of natural purity, with woods,
caves and little hidden beaches. Its sea bottom
has walls, tunnels and other accents, where
massive coral heads help nurture a great variety
of sponges, branch and feather gorgonians, sea
fans and tropical shells.
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Places to Visit
City cathedral
The Catedral de la Purisima
Concepcion was first established
as a church in 1833 and after
some additions was granted
cathedral status at the beginning
of the 20th century. It has an
impressive interior with an
imposing altar of the Virgin Mary
and beautiful stained glass
windows featuring the 12
Apostles.
Tomas Terry Theatre
Founded in 1890 by a millionaire patron of the city, the external Spanish architecture gives
way inside to a glorious ceiling fresco, intricate carvings and 950-seat auditorium carved
from Cuban hardwoods. Enrico Caruso and Sarah Bernhardt performed here and the theatre
still hosts performances by the National Ballet and Opera Companies of Cuba.
Parque Marti
Many of Cienfuegos’ most famous buildings cluster round this lively central square, where
prominent figures from the past are represented, including the square’s namesake Jose
Marti in the heart of the central promenade. A great place to watch the world go by, the
square also features an arch commemorating the constitution of the Cuban republic in 1902.
Palacio del Valle
This striking building was originally built in
1917 for a Spanish trader which over the years
underwent a series of adornments in the form
of elaborate carvings, soaring arches, murals
and Moorish-style mosaic floors. Nowadays it
functions principally as a restaurant, but you
can wander freely around and take the spiral
staircase up to the rooftop bar to enjoy the
view.
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(South Coast)

There are stop-in remote islands like Cayo Avalos in the Archipiélago de
los Canario where you will enjoy solitude and abundant coral and sea
life.
Largo Cay (Long Cay)
It is another “crown jewel of Los
Canarreos Archipelago and is
located close to the southwestern
coast of Cuba. This long and
narrow islet has the gift of
enchanting at first sight. In barely
37.5 square kilometers it has 24
kilometers of excellent beaches
that are open to the Caribbean
Sea, among those beaches the best
are Playa Sirena (Mermaid Beach)
y Playa Blanca (White Beach).
It is said that in some of its spots it is possible to find hidden treasures, because, according to
old chronicles, from 1563 to 1784 there were in Los Canarreos zone around 200 shipwrecks.
Cayo Largo has a diversity of species, extensive swamp areas, with a predomination of
vegetation of “caleta” grape and mangrove woods, where you can observe the birds and enjoy
the quietness and privacy
that only privileged places
offer.
Divers can choose from
many sites offering a
diversity of marine species
with typical coral sea
bottoms, barriers and canals
that terrace to 33 meters
deep The crystal-clear water
is home to a great diversity
of sponges and the walls are
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covered with colonies of black coral.

Punta Frances

(South Coast)

Isle of Youth (Isla de la Juventud)
Island of Youth or Isla de la Juventud was discovered
by Christopher Columbus in his second voyage to the
New World. It is located 80 kilome- ters (50 nautical
miles) to the Southwest of the larger Island of Cuba, in
Los Canarreos Archipelago; it is the second in size and
importance of the Cuban archipelago. It used to be the
safe shelter for pirates, corsairs and buccaneers, and it
has been the source of many legends that still persist
in time. In its waters, one of the most signicant diving
zones of the world is found: the Punta Frances
National Marine Park at the Colony.

This destination is sought after by connoisseurs and
lovers of diving worldwide. It extends approximately 6 kilometers (4 miles) and is located in
the best zone, between Punta Pedernales and Punta Francés National Marine Park. It is
especially ideal for underwater photography featuring the great diversity of its coral reefs.
Remains of shipwrecks and numerous species of shells abound while diving on walls, tunnels
and canals. The presence of coral with plenty of black coral, gorgonians, sponges, caverns,
allies, hillocks and valleys are characteristic of its dive offerings.

Maria la Gorda

(West End)
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to explore and dive.
It is the westernmost province
of Cuba where the best tobacco
in the world is grown. In its
territory can be found Viñales
National Park, declared a
World́ s Cultural Landscape
Heritage and MARCATO’s
destination,
the
Guanahacabibes Peninsula
National Park, de- clared a
World́s Biosphere Reserve by
UNESCO. It is considered, by
many, one of the biologically
richest diving zone in Cuba.
Levisa and Jutías Cays are also
sought after for their magnificent
beaches.

Regarded by Cubans as one of the most
virgin natural zones is has an extensive area for diving of around 20 kilometers of platform
where you can see the most diverse species of shells, sponges, gorgonians and corals,
fundamentally black coral. The morphology of the sea’s bottom is staggered to permit multilevel diving. There are plenty of walls, caverns, caves and tunnels.
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Cayo Santa Maria and Jardines del Rey
(North Coast)
Christened with the name by the Spanish conquistador Diego Velazquez in 1552, the
extensive archipelago of Jardines del Rey (Sabana- Camagüey) belongs to the Buenavista
Reserve of the Biosphere. It is a heavenly site on the northern coast of Cuba, with virgin
beaches and luring nature. Las Brujas,
Santa María, Ensenachos, Coco and
Guillermo cays are the most outstanding
islands in this archipelago because of
their beauty and conditions for
recreation, cruising and diving.
The great variety and high degree of
preservation of its marine ecosystem
has resulted in the abundance and
diversity of sea-life which gives the
sensation of being inside an immense
aquarium of coral reef. The small
tunnels, virgin sea bottom and good visibility attracts divers from around the world.
Las Brujas and Santa María Cays, Villa Clara
The Rosa Blanca (White Rose) of the Jardines del Rey or the Cayos de Villa Clara as this
cruise destination is also known in the world, includes, among other islets, the Las Brujas,
Santa María and Ensenachos cays. They are located to the North of Caibarién on the North of
Villa Clara province. Their calm turquoise waters and their pristine sands are their principal
attraction to enjoy this earthly paradise. They are actually the diving destinations with the
greatest biodiversity of the entire Caribbean
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(North Coast)
Coco and Guillermo Cays,
Ciego de Ávila
Coco and Guillermo Cays are
found at 80 kilometers to the
North of the capital city of Ciego
de Avila, and some four nautical
miles from one of the world́s
most important nautical corridors
“The Bahamas Old Canal”. These
two jewels of the archipelago
impress with their greenish-bluish
colors and their coralline origin’s
sands.

Cayo Coco is 370 square
kilometers. It has a virgin environment of unique beauty that combines its twenty two kilometers of
beaches with a great variety of fauna, among which standout the colonies of pink flamingoes that
confer to the landscape a great beauty. Cayo Guillermo is much smaller and has a more intimate
atmosphere. It has 6 kilometers of beaches and two magnificent opportunities: approaching the
highest strips of dunes in the entire Caribbean and knowing, first hand, one of the sceneries that Nobel
Prize Winner Ernest Hemingway referred to with great strength. The island boasts a rich natural
habitat and provides a wildlife refuge for many animals including deer and wild pigs. It is also home
to Cuba's largest colony of flamingos, which can be seen flying overhead at sunrise and sunset during
June and July. There are hundreds of other bird species here including herons, humming birds, ibis,
egrets and not forgetting the huge numbers of migratory birds.
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(North Coast)

This is the most easterly port of entry on
the north east coast of Cuba. The
sheltered bay is a hurricane hole and
there is a 30 meter high lighthouse that
marks the entrance to the bay. The
marina is very well sheltered, even in a
hurricane. Yachts are Med-moored
here. It is rather isolated however, so a
hire car is probably a good idea for reprovisioning and getting around.
Holquin is 20km away.
The city of Holguin offers a fascinating
insight into the colonial history of the
area and its main square is named after one of its most famous sons, Calixto García, who
played a significant part in the wars of independence. Don't miss the climb to the top of
Loma de la Cruz (450 steps), which affords spectacular views over the area.
- A short helicopter ride will take you to Baracoa, Cuba's oldest town and site of Columbus'
first landing. Explore its historic streets, climb its anvil shaped mountain, or go rafting down
Cuba’s longest river.
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Pier-side Berthing

Mega-yacht berths at passenger terminals around Cuba
Port of Havana
At present, it is only possible to embark, and disembark passengers/guests in the Port of
Havana at the Sierra Maestre
Passenger Terminal. Due to
increased cruise ship visitations
to Havana these berths are
booked far in advance and few
opportunities exist to book
these berths for mega-yacht
visits. But it is possible. Normal
commercial tariffs apply for
pilots, port agents, dockage and
passenger port taxes.
Yachts may not enter Port of
Havana without prior
permission. Yachts may not anchor off in Port of Havana.

Other Cuban Ports with commercial piers which may be reserved for
Private Yachts.
• Terminal Santiago de Cuba
• Playa Punta Frances
• Terminal Cienfuegos
• Terminal Casilda
• Antillas
• Playa Roja
• Maria La Gorda
• Cayo Largo
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Shoreside Arrangements
Havanatur - Shoreside arrangements

Paul Madden Associates, LLC (PMA) is a licensed Travel Agency of Havanatur, which is the
agency of the Ministry of Tourism which exclusively handles
all air and sea visitors from North America, including Private
Aircraft and Yachts.
This relationship allows PMA to book all travel services
within Cuba directly, with no third-party brokers or agents.
Havanatur has maritime specialists at their Havana
headquarters who understand the special needs of megayachts, and over 700 travel specialists working in their
network of offices throughout the island.

Private Aviation Arrivals
All landing permissions for private
jets are given by IACC (Instituto de
aeronautica civil de Cuba).
Accessible airports for private jets
coming from US
• Havana
• Varadero
• Cienfuegos
• Santa Clara
• Camagüey
• Holguín
• Santiago de Cuba
Other airports may be made available by special request, such as Cayo Largo. Please send
requests at least 14-days in advance. Guests arriving by private aircraft will require Cuban
visas to be pre-arranged.
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Ecotourism in Cuba: A model for
sustainable economic development

Cuba’s approach to conservation and environmental protection is already a model for other
Caribbean nations. The country is now positioned to be a regional model also for sustainable
economic development. By scaling up its small and exclusive ecotourism industry, Cuba can
stimulate investment and create jobs, while preserving the coral reefs and big fish that make
it one of the world’s most special place.
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